A public square for large or more formal events anchored by a ramp and amphitheater on the northeast corner at the intersection of Broadway and Central, which mediate between the levels. The existing slope is terraced to hold raised beds for outdoor growing, extending the program of the greenhouse into the public landscape. Small and pedestrian friendly, Tyson street is a pleasant threshold to Old Gray from the north.

Small rock garden with a pool surrounded by a half wall and Little Bluestem grass. Various permeable ground surfaces including gravel, water and grasses. Small access way cutting through south side surfaces of block, crossed with cobbled reclaimed stone. Tying in with the salvage program at Knox Heritage, the shop will promote the old cemetery grounds. Want to give them a better physical presence in Knoxville in an area of the Gray Cemetery, linking the landscape interventions on site with the beauty of the city.

My proposal is to respond to this current entropic condition, and to inject Old Gray Cemetery and Tyson Street Greenhouse and Flower Shop into the public landscape. Retail oriented business for the entire block, beginning a sequence of park spaces that follow the block edge. Cooperative Workshop for Knox Heritage's commitment to Historical Context and Old Gray Cemetery. Tying in with the salvage program at Knox Heritage, the shop will promote the Old Gray Cemetery grounds. Want to give them a better physical presence in Knoxville in an area of the Gray Cemetery, linking the landscape interventions on site with the beauty of the city.